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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KIERSTEN:Welcome to today’s online seminar. This is the second of two seminars on the purpose, procedures and best practices for consultation to federal projects that affect historic properties. Welcome back to those who attended the first class in October, and a warm aloha to those who are joining us for the first time. The recording of Part 1 of the seminar is available on Historic Hawai‘i Foundation’s website and YouTube channel for those who want to catch up or have a refresher. Today’s session is also being recorded and will be added to the sites.



A statewide non -profit advocacy organization, 
Historic Hawai‘i Foundation encourages the 
preservation of historic buildings, sites, 
structures, objects and districts relating to the 
history of Hawai‘i.

We help people save Hawai‘i’s historic places.

www.HistoricHawaii.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is a co-production with several partners. I am Kiersten Faulkner, Executive Director of Historic Hawai‘i Foundation. This class is also supported by our Education Program Manager, Andrea Nandoskar, with additional technical support by Michelle Kiczek, our Development Assistant.Historic Hawai‘i Foundation is a statewide non-profit organization dedicated to preserving the historic buildings, sites, communities and structures that tell the unique stories of Hawaii’s multilayered history. Founded in 1974, HHF has become the driving force behind historic preservation in the state through its core programs of developing a community ethic of historic preservation, supporting smart legislation, offering educational events and training for local communities, and providing technical assistance to make preservation accessible. HHF helps people save Hawai‘i’s historic places.



The National Park Service preserves unimpaired 
the natural and cultural resources and values of 
the National Park System for the enjoyment, 
education, and inspiration of this and future 
generations. The Park Service cooperates with 
partners to extend the benefits of natural and 
cultural resource conservation and outdoor 
recreation throughout this country and the 
world. 
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We are joined by Dr. Elaine Jackson-Retondo who is the Preservation Partnerships & History Program Manager for the National Park Service’s region that includes Hawai‘i. She joins us from California. We will be joined later in the program by Laura Schuster, Cultural Resources Manager at Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park. Laura will present the case study and be part of our panel discussion. Laura joins us from Hilo on Hawai‘i Island.The National Park Service preserves unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and values of the National Park System for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future generations. The Park Service cooperates with partners to extend the benefits of natural and cultural resource conservation and outdoor recreation throughout this country and the world. 



The Office of Native Hawaiian Relations was 
established by Congress in January 2004 to carry 
out the Secretary of the Interior’s responsibilities 
for Native Hawaiians and the Hawaiian Home 
Lands Trust. 

The Office serves as the liaison with the Native 
Hawaiian community and coordinates with the 
Department and its bureaus on actions that 
affect Native Hawaiian resources, rights, and 
lands. 
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Stanton Enomoto is the Senior Program Director for the Office of Native Hawaiian Relations at the U.S. Department of the Interior. He joins us from Hawai‘i Kai on O‘ahu.The Office was established by Congress in January 2004 to carry out the Secretary of the Interior’s responsibilities for Native Hawaiians and the Hawaiian Home Lands Trust.  The Office serves as the liaison with the Native Hawaiian community and coordinates with the Department and its bureaus on actions that affect Native Hawaiian resources, rights, and lands.



The State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) 
of the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) works to preserve and sustain 
reminders of earlier times which link the past to 
the present. SHPD’s three branches, History and 
Culture, Archaeology, and Architecture, strive to 
accomplish this goal through a number of 
different activities.
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For our panel discussion, we will be joined by Dr. Susan Lebo, Archaeology Branch Chief for the State Historic Preservation Division of the Department of Land and Natural Resources for the State of Hawaii. Susan joins us from Kapolei on O‘ahu.



Koʻolaupoko Hawaiian Civic Club is a non-profit 
community organization dedicated to 
perpetuating the Native Hawaiian culture, 
advocating for care of ʻāina and wai, and 
strengthening our families and community. Our 
membership is comprised of Native Hawaiians 
and “Hawaiians at heart” and is open to anyone 
interested in supporting cultural, educational 
and service programs in the Koʻolaupoko area 
on the Windward side of Oʻahu.
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Māhealani Cypher, a director with the Koolaupoko Hawaiian Civic Club, will be joining us for the panel discussion. Māhealani joins us from Kāne‘ohe on O‘ahu.Koʻolaupoko Hawaiian Civic Club is a non-profit community organization dedicated to perpetuating the Native Hawaiian culture, advocating for care of ʻāina and wai, and strengthening our families and community in the Koʻolaupoko area on the Windward side of Oʻahu. 
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ABOUT THIS COURSE

Purpose and framework of the NHPA 
Section 106 review process

Four step process to implement 
Section 106

Consultation purpose, tips and best 
practices

Advice for those involved in 
preservation activities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ABOUT THE COURSEThe training in two parts presents components of the National Historic Preservation Act process for consultation between federal agencies, State Historic Preservation Officer and local constituents—including Native Hawaiian Organizations—to resolve effects on historic properties from federal actions. The goal is to provide skill development and information for the engagement between government, nonprofit, business and community interests as they interact, consult, and work on projects and undertakings to identify properties of historic and cultural significance and consult to resolve adverse effects to those properties.Today’s class will be about 90 minutes and focuses on Consultation practices, with a particular emphasis on consultation with Native Hawaiian Organizations. We’ve divided the time roughly into four parts. The first portion is a presentation about consultation with strategies, tips and best practices. The second section takes a local case study and explores how one federal agency is preparing for a robust consultation process. The case study will be followed by a panel discussion with our subject matter experts. The final section will respond to audience questions. 



Interaction
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Chat Box: use the chat 
box to ask a question at 

any time.  We will address 
questions after the 

presentation is finished.

Interactive Polling: use 
your mouse to select your 
answer to multiple choice 

questions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please submit your questions via the Chat as we go and we will answer as many as we can in the time we have.During the presentation, we also have a few knowledge checks with our audience. These will be pop-up boxes on the screen and we will ask all of the participants to click on the best answer. We’ll give it a few moments and then share the results.  The answers are aggregated and anonymous. We do not know how individuals respond. The check-ins help us know if the information is clear and helps us connect to a virtual audience since we can’t see you.Let’s try it with a general question:



Knowledge 
Check 1

Please indicate your affiliation or primary 
interest in the Section 106 process. 
Select all that apply.

 Native Hawaiian Organization
 Federal Agency

 State or Local Government

 Community or Preservation Organization
 Preservation Professional Contractor

 Public or Community Interest

 Applicant for Federal License/Permit/Funding
10
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Presentation Notes
Pop-up survey question. Give a few moments for resultsShow answers.Review responses



Requires Federal agencies to take into 
account the effects of their undertakings 
on any district, site, building, structure or 
object  that is included or eligible for 
inclusion  in the National Register; and to
Afford the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation a reasonable opportunity to 
comment. 

NATIONAL HISTORIC
PRESERVATION ACT -
SECTION 106
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‘Āi‘ōpio Fishtrap, Kaloko Honokōhau NHP. Photo by NPS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KIERSTEN introduce STANTONThe National Historic Preservation Act requires Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their undertakings on any district, site, building, structure or object  that is included or eligible for inclusion  in the National Register of Historic Places. Within the Act, Section 106 provides the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the State Historic Preservation Officer, Native Hawaiian Organizations, applicants for federal assistance, preservation organizations, other interested parties, and the public with the opportunity to weigh in on relevant matters before the federal agency makes a final decision. Agreements reached during the consultation process are legally binding commitments tied to the project’s implementation.Section 106 is rooted in consultation between a federal agency and consulting parties. Thus, the Section 106 process provides a very important opportunity for members of the public, Native Hawaiian Organizations and others to influence federal decision making regarding historic properties, including those of religious and cultural significance to Native Hawaiians. The responsible federal agency must consult with others in a manner that reflects the nature and complexity of the undertaking and its effects on historic properties.  



 Identify NHOs and Other Consulting 
Parties

 Plan to involve the public

 Consult with SHPO, NHOs, and 
Other Consulting Parties

 Involve the public

 Consult with SHPO, NHOs, and 
Other Consulting Parties

 Involve the public

 Consult with SHPO, NHOs, and 
Other Consulting Parties

 Involve the public

1. INITIATE the process

2. IDENTIFY historic properties

3. ASSESS adverse effects

4. RESOLVE adverse effects

 Determine undertaking
 Notify SHPO

 Determine APE
 Identify historic properties

 Apply criteria of adverse effect

 Avoid, minimize, or mitigate 
adverse effects

 Notify ACHP

Undertaking with 
potential to cause 
effects?

Historic properties 
present & affected?

Historic properties 
adversely affected?

Agreement 
(MOA/PA) or 
Program 
Comment

C
O
N
S
U
L
T
A
T
I
O
N

NHPA SECTION 106 PROCESS (36 CFR 800)

Process 
completeYES NO

Process 
completeYES NO

Process 
completeYES NO

Process 
complete; 
Implement 
agreement
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Section 106 of the NHPA is referred to as a 4-step process. These steps are described in the federal regulation that implements Section 106, 36 CFR Part 800 "Protection of Historic Properties." The regulations provide detailed direction for federal agencies that propose actions that might affect historic properties.This flow chart is a simple diagram that you can use to follow along. A PDF version is on the website and can be downloaded.We covered the Four-Step process in Part 1 of this seminar, so today’s class is going to focus on the role of Consultation throughout the entire process.



CONSULTATION
36 CFR PART 800 16(F):

Consultation is the process of:
• seeking,

• discussing, and considering the views of other 
participants, and, where feasible, 

• seeking agreement with them

on matters arising in the Section 106 process

Marine Corps Base Hawai‘i Consulting Party Site Visit to Ulupau Crater/Battery Pennsylvania. 
Photo courtesy HHF. 13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consultation should be an active exchange of ideas and information between the federal agency and consulting parties. As defined in 36 CFR § 800.16(f), consultation "means the process of seeking, discussing, and considering the views of other participants, and where feasible, seeking agreement." The federal agency should manage the consultation process to ensure the meaningful involvement of all consulting parties while working to seek agreement, where feasible, among all the parties about (1) why properties are significant, and to whom; (2) what historic properties may be affected by an undertaking; and (3) how any adverse effects to them might be avoided, minimized, or mitigated. 



REQUIREMENTS OF AGENCIES

36 CFR Part 800.6 (a)
The agency official shall consult with the State Historic Preservation 
Officer/Division and other consulting parties, including Native 
Hawaiian Organizations, to develop and evaluate alternatives or 
modifications to the undertaking that could:

Avoid, 
Minimize, or 

Mitigate 
adverse effects on historic properties.
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36 CFR Part 800.6 (a)The agency official shall consult with the SHPO and other consulting parties, including NHOs, to develop and evaluate alternatives or modifications to the undertaking that could avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects on historic properties. 



CONSULTATION WITH
NATIVE HAWAIIAN ORGANIZATIONS

• The Section 106 process offers the opportunity for NHOs to advocate on their own 
behalf regarding the preservation of their historic and traditional cultural places.

• The NHPA requires that, in carrying out the requirements of Section 106, each federal 
agency must identify and consult with any Native Hawaiian organization that attaches 
religious and cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by the 
agency’s undertakings.

Knowing whether important and significant cultural places may be present and relating 
that information to a federal agency is essential, keeping in mind confidentiality 
concerns.

15
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Presentation Notes
The Section 106 review process offers the opportunity for NHOs to advocate on their own behalf regarding the preservation of their traditional cultural places. The NHPA requires that, in carrying out the requirements of Section 106, each federal agency must identify and consult with any Native Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by the agency’s undertakings.Knowing whether important and significant cultural places may be present and relating that information to a federal agency, is essential, keeping in mind confidentiality concerns.



NATIVE HAWAIIANS
In 1992, the NHPA was amended to clarify the roles of 
Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations in the 
federal preservation program. 

• Properties of religious and cultural significance to Native 
Hawaiian organizations may be eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places; and

• Federal agencies are required to consult with any Native 
Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and 
cultural significance to historic properties that may be 
affected by an undertaking.
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Halulu Heiau, Kaunolu NHL, Lāna‘i. 

Photo courtesy Lāna‘i Culture & Heritage Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Native HawaiiansThe United States has recognized the Native Hawaiian community in federal law for nearly a century. To date, Congress has enacted more than 150 statutes to create programs and services for members of the Native Hawaiian community that are in many respects analogous to, and separate from, the programs and services that Congress enacted for federally recognized Indian tribes in the continental United States. Under laws such as the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), NHPA, and Native Hawaiian Healthcare Improvement Act, Congress charged Federal agencies to work with the Native Hawaiian community through Native Hawaiian organizations.  In 1992, the NHPA was amended to clarify the roles of Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations in the federal preservation program. The two amended sections of NHPA that have a direct bearing on the Section 106 review process are: Section 54 U.S.C. 302706 (a), which clarifies that properties of religious and cultural significance to Native Hawaiian organizations may be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places; and Section 54 U.S.C. 302706 (b), which requires that federal agencies, in carrying out their Section 106 responsibilities, consult with any Native Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking.



NATIVE HAWAIIANS
The NHPA and 36 CFR Part 800.16(s) define “Native Hawaiian 
organizations” and “Native Hawaiian”:

(1) Native Hawaiian organization means any organization which 
• serves and represents the interests of Native Hawaiians; 
• has as a primary and stated purpose the provision of 

services to Native Hawaiians; and 
• has demonstrated expertise in aspects of historic 

preservation that are significant to Native Hawaiians.

(2) Native Hawaiian means any individual who is a descendant 
of the aboriginal people who, prior to 1778, occupied and 
exercised sovereignty in the area that now constitutes the 
State of Hawai‘i.
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Presentation Notes
The NHPA and 36 CFR Part 800.16(s) define “Native Hawaiian organizations” and “Native Hawaiian”;(1) Native Hawaiian organization means any organization which serves and represents the interests of Native Hawaiians; has as a primary and stated purpose the provision of services to Native Hawaiians; and has demonstrated expertise in aspects of  historic preservation that are significant to Native Hawaiians.(2) Native Hawaiian means any individual who is a descendant of the aboriginal people who, prior to 1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty in the area that now constitutes the State of Hawaii.The ACHP's regulations, 36 CFR Part 800, implementing Section 106 requires federal agencies to acknowledge that NHOs possess special expertise in assessing National Register of Historic Places (National Register) eligibility of historic properties that have religious and cultural significance to them and to consider such expertise in the identification of historic properties that may be adversely affected by an undertaking. Further, the ACHP's regulations also establish the minimum requirements for NHO consultation and participation in the Section 106 process. Federal agencies responsible for implementing the process are encouraged to approach consultation as early as possible, with flexibility, and in a spirit of cooperation. Doing so can help build trust, establish good working relationships and lead to better historic preservation outcomes. 



Strategies: Preparing for 
Section 106 Consultation



SUCCESSFUL CONSULTATION
AGENCY INFORMATION

In order to participate effectively in the federal decision-making process, 
Section 106 participants must be well informed. 

• Federal agencies needs to provide appropriate and relevant information with 
consulting parties and opportunities for broader public outreach have been 
explored.

• The federal agency needs to provide quality information in a clear, complete, 
and timely manner, and make consulting parties aware of project timelines, 
milestones, agency obligations, limitations, and scope. 

This also helps guard against unrealistic expectations regarding agency 
responsibilities and what it can and cannot do.
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In order to participate effectively in the federal decision-making process, Section 106 participants must be well informed. Federal agencies should ensure that appropriate and relevant information has been shared with consulting parties and opportunities for broader public outreach have been explored. �The federal agency needs to provide quality information in a clear, complete, and timely manner, and make consulting parties aware of project timelines, milestones, agency obligations, limitations, and scope. This also helps guard against unrealistic expectations regarding agency responsibilities and what it can and cannot do. �The federal agency should also ensure relevant information is shared with the public on the direction of the consultation process and disclose Section 106 determinations and decisions as they are made.



SUCCESSFUL CONSULTATION
AGENCY TIMING

The development of an MOA should happen only after the federal agency, 
through consultation with the SHPO, NHOs, and other consulting parties 
(including applicants, local governments, and the ACHP if participating), has 
completed earlier steps to establish the APE, identify historic properties, assess 
the potential effects of its undertaking on them, and determine that its 
undertaking may adversely affect a historic property.

Agencies should not present a draft agreement document until the broad 
outlines of the stipulations have been developed. 

Premature drafts can have a chilling effect on effective consultation and do not 
convey good faith efforts to consult.
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The development of an MOA should happen only after the federal agency, through consultation with the SHPO, NHOs, and other consulting parties (including applicants, local governments, and the ACHP if participating), has completed earlier steps to establish the APE, identify historic properties, assess the potential effects of its undertaking on them, and determine that its undertaking may adversely affect a historic property. Agencies should not present a draft agreement document until the broad outlines of the stipulations have been developed. Premature drafts can have a chilling effect on effective consultation and do not convey good faith efforts to consult.



SUCCESSFUL CONSULTATION
AGENCY PROPER SEQUENCE

Successful consultation adheres 
to the proper sequence of steps 
in the Section 106 review 
process. 

Keep in mind that the Section 
106 process begins with a broad 
range of possibilities that are 
refined through consultation to 
reach a focused resolution. 

21Field consultation at Moa‘ulanui, Kaho‘olawe. Photo courtesy ONHR.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful consultation adheres to the proper sequence of steps in the Section 106 review process. Keep in mind that the Section 106 process begins with a broad range of possibilities that are refined through consultation to reach a focused resolution. One step builds on another. If a step is taken out of sequence or skipped altogether, it is likely that the federal agency will have to go back and fulfill that missed responsibility (e.g., to determine the APE or identify historic properties or consult about eligibility).�(Field consultation at Moa'ulanui, Kaho'olawe, photo courtesy ONHR)
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STRATEGIES: PREPARING FOR CONSULTATION
Before federal undertakings are initiated and formal 
consultation begins, there are strategies NHOs and 
other Consulting Parties can use to prepare:

• Be known – Let government agencies know 
about your NHO and provide a point of contact 
and means to communicate (email, phone, 
mailing address)

• Establish relationships – Get to know 
government agencies and staff; agencies should 
introduce themselves and have dialog with 
consulting parties.

Photo by ONHR.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important for the NHO to make its identity known to federal agencies.Register on the U.S. Department of the Interior list of NHOs. Multiple federal and state government agencies rely upon DOI’s NHO list when seeking out NHOs for consultation purposes. Registering on this list is a convenient means of being notified about pending federal actions and provides government agencies with your contact information and the specific mission of an NHO.Contact a federal agency's Federal Preservation Officer (FPO) for information, share concerns, or ask to be a consulting party on the federal agency's undertakings.Receiving Notice of Federal Actions: The U.S. Department of the Interior Native Hawaiian Organization List (NHOL) was established on September 26, 2007 to provide Federal officials with a tool to help satisfy their statutory notification obligations under such laws as the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), NHPA, and NAGPRA.  If your organization is registered on the NHOL and a Federal Agency does not notify you that Historic properties of religious and cultural significance to the Native Hawaiian Community will be affected by a proposed federal action, your NHO may correctly object that the Federal Agency did not make a good faith effort to provide proper notification of their undertaking.  NHPA regulations require that agencies make a reasonable and good-faith effort to identify Native Hawaiian organizations that may attach religious and cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by the undertaking, even if Native Hawaiian organizations are located a great distance away from such properties and undertakings.NHO leaders may go to www.doi.gov/hawaiian for instructions on how to register their organization with the U.S. Department of the Interior.  Registration on the list must be renewed every five years.Be proactive in establishing relationships with federal agenciesIt is important for NHOs, especially those whose mission is the stewardship of a place or area, to know their neighboring landowners. It may be that areas important to the NHO are bordered by federal agencies or entities that receive federal funds. For example, an archaeologically-sensitive area may border a National Wildlife Refuge or a military base; or an area where cultural or religious ceremonies are conducted may be in the flight path of a nearby airport. Knowing adjacent landowners means not only knowing who owns the lands or what neighboring lands are used for, but it also includes getting to know the people that reside or work there, and building a relationship. Productive relationships can help build trust, understanding, and support.
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STRATEGIES: PREPARING FOR CONSULTATION

• Identify & understand – Know and 
document the sites and resources 
important to your NHO

• Develop a Management Plan – A plan 
or strategy lets your NHO communicate 
effectively with others

• Be aware – Sign up for e-alerts or follow 
public notices for proposed federal 
actions.

The "Spirit of Kaloko-
Honokōhau" report was 
instrumental in the 
establishment of the 
National Historical Park in 
1978. Courtesy NPS.

Āhole Holua Complex, South 
Kona, Hawai‘i Island. Photo from 
NR nomination.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify & Understand - Knowing whether important and significant cultural places may be present and relating that information to a federal agency is essential. Once consulting parties make areas known to the federal agency, it is then the federal agency’s responsibility to determine the National Register significance of such properties in consultation with NHOs. Recounting the importance and cultural relevance of such places is vital so that the federal agency understands the cultural importance and can make the determination that the properties meet the eligibility requirements for the National Register and can make an informed determination about the National Register eligibility about these places. Develop Management Plan - Remember, it is the federal agency that makes the decisions, in consultation with the SHPO, NHOs, and other consulting parties about historic properties and how they are treated under Section 106. If information about the culturally significant places is confidential, be prepared to discuss with the federal agency how it can or cannot protect the information.It is helpful for NHOs to have or develop a management plan or preservation strategy for historic properties under their stewardship or use. Such a plan or strategy may be helpful and not only identifies the historic properties of religious and cultural significance to the NHO, but describes the NHO’s vision for preserving and managing those resources. For example, it could involve restoration of a heiau or shrine; repair to a historic trail; renovating a historic building; or replanting native vegetation to restore a cultural landscape. It is also important for the plan or strategy to identify the potential threats or vulnerabilities of the resources. For example, a fish pond wall is susceptible to wave or tidal surges; a cultural landscape may be impacted by invasive species or visual impediments (e.g., new buildings or roads); or, an ancient burial ground or battlefield may be impacted by any ground disturbing activities. Further, such a plan or strategy assists the NHO in its communication efforts to government agencies and the general public and can also assist the NHO in seeking grants or other funding opportunities that can assist in preservation.Be aware of opportunities to consult on proposed federal actions: News media – television, newspaper, radio; or hearing of it through word-of-mouth or social media websites. Government bulletins. For example, the State of Hawaiʻi, Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), publishes a semi-monthly Environmental Notice. It contains both state and federal notices, including Section 106 actions, environmental impact statements, environmental assessments, and other notices of government actions that may affect historic properties. Federal and state agency websites often contain various planning documents that describe their short and long-term actions which could also trigger Section 106 consultation.



Knowledge 
Check 2

A federal agency is preparing for a 
Section 106 consultation. A 
member of the agency staff is 
Native Hawaiian. The agency’s 
project manager can use 
discussions about the undertaking 
with the staff member to satisfy 
the requirement to consult with 
Native Hawaiian organizations. 
True or False?

Question

24
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Presentation Notes
Pop-up survey question. Give a few moments for resultsShow answers.



Knowledge 
Check 2

A federal agency is preparing for a Section 106 
consultation. A member of the agency staff is Native 
Hawaiian. The agency can discuss the project with the staff 
member in order to satisfy the requirement to consult with 
Native Hawaiian organizations. True or False?

FALSE
While the staff member may have valuable insight, advice 
and guidance for the agency, internal conversations 
among staff do not constitute consultation with Native 
Hawaiian Organizations. 

The agency needs to make a good faith effort to identify 
all NHOs and others with an interest in the undertaking 
and make affirmative efforts to contact, communicate 
and consult.

Answer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review results and correct answer. 



Strategies: Consulting 
During the 
Section 106 Process



Step 1: Initiating the Section 106 Process
If the federal agency determines that a proposed 
action is an “undertaking,” it identifies who 
should participate in the review. 
Consulting parties include:
• State Historic Preservation Officer/Division
• Native Hawaiian Organizations
• Applicant for Federal Assistance
• Historic Preservation Organizations and other with 

an interest in the preservation outcome
• Those with a legal or economic interest
• The public
• Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

The federal agency initiates consultation with the 
identified consulting parties.

27Kalaeloa Culture and Heritage Park, O‘ahu. Photo courtesy HHF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consulting parties include the State Historic Preservation Officer, Native Hawaiian Organizations, local government, and applicants for federal assistance, if one is involved. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has the option to participate. Historic preservation organizations and others with an interest in the preservation outcomes of the project or those with a legal or economic interest are invited to join consultation. The agency also plans how it will involve the public.
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• Be prepared to respond

• Understand the scope and Area of 
Potential Effect of the undertaking

STEP 1: STRATEGIES FOR SECTION 106 INITIATION

Kaua‘i Road Repairs Project Location and APE Maps. Courtesy FHWA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be prepared to respondWhen a federal agency determines its undertaking requires a Section 106 review, it is responsible for identifying NHOs and initiating the consultation process. If an NHO has not made itself known to the federal agency, the SHPO, or is otherwise not on a government list, it is at a disadvantage and risks not being consulted on the federal agency's undertakings.�If an NHO has not been identified for consultation, the NHO can contact the federal agency and request to be a consulting party. Federal agencies have a designated Federal Preservation Officer responsible for coordinating the agency’s activities under the federal agency's preservation program. NHOs can also send a copy of the participation request to the ACHP.Understand the scope and APE for the undertakingFederal agencies are required to include a project description, supporting information, maps, and description of the APE when consulting. It is important for NHOs to carefully review this information to understand the scope of the project and boundaries of the APE. Some undertakings are relatively non-intrusive or maintenance oriented such as replacing pumps or piping at a sewage treatment plant, while others such as a road widening project or construction of a new military installation can be very complex or cover a large land area.
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• Determine if historic properties will be affected by the 
undertaking

• Understand the purpose and limitations of Section 106 
consultation

STEP 1: STRATEGIES FOR SECTION 106 INITIATION

Sinkhole at Kalaeloa, O‘ahu, photo 
courtesy of ONHR.Mākua Military Reservation, O‘ahu, photo ACHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine if cultural resources will be affected by the undertakingOnce the scope of the undertaking and its APE are understood, NHOs need to determine whether historic properties of traditional religious and cultural importance to them might be located within the APE or may be otherwise affected. Note: Effects to historic properties do not necessarily need to result in physical damage or destruction to be considered “adverse.”  Understand the purpose and limitations of Section 106 consultationKnowing the Section 106 process allows NHOs to develop appropriate engagement strategies and manage expectations. Section 106 provides consulting parties an opportunity to identify issues and participate in resolution of effects to historic properties. �Section 106 only addresses historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking and provides consulting parties an opportunity to voice their concerns about such effects. Section 106 does not address issues outside its purview and does not give consulting parties veto authority over the undertaking.(Mākua Military Reservation, O‘ahu, photo ACHP)



Step 2: Identifying & documenting historic properties

The federal agency identifies the 
historic properties that could be 
affected by the proposed 
undertaking.

The agency continues consultation 
with the SHPO, NHOs and other 
consulting parties.

30Keahiakawelo, Lāna‘i. Photo courtesy Lāna‘i Culture & Heritage Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The federal agency identifies the historic properties that could be affected by the proposed undertaking. The agency gathers information to decide if any properties in the area that may be affected by the project are listed, or are eligible for listing, on the National Register. These properties including those of religious and cultural significance to Native Hawaiians.The agency continues consultation with the SHPO, NHOs and other consulting parties.



SPECIAL EXPERTISE
During a Section 106 review when an NHO has indicated that properties of 
cultural and religious significance to them may be present within the APE, the 
federal agency must consult them and lacks the discretion to deny such a 
request.

Section 106 further requires that federal agencies acknowledge NHO special 
expertise in assessing the National Register eligibility of historic properties that 
may possess religious and cultural significance. 

Federal agencies are obligated to consider information from NHOs regarding 
historic properties of religious and cultural significance to them.
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STEP 2: IDENTIFYING & DOCUMENTING HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NHO Special ExpertiseThe NHPA and the Section 106 regulations require federal agencies to consult with any NHO that attaches religious and cultural significance to a historic property that may be affected by an undertaking. During a Section 106 review when an NHO has indicated that properties of cultural and religious significance to them may be present within the APE, the federal agency must consult them and lacks the discretion to deny such a request. Section 106 further requires that federal agencies acknowledge NHO special expertise in assessing the National Register eligibility of historic properties that may possess religious and cultural significance. As such, federal agencies are obligated to consider information from NHOs regarding historic properties of religious and cultural significance to them.



What a Cultural Resource professional might see
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Habitation
A cultural resource professional may see 
items that could be part of a habitation 
site with remnants and artifacts

Trail
A cultural professional might see a trail 
through the site and may look for additional 
information concerning the feature

Petroglyph
A cultural professional might see 
a petroglyph or petroglyphs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What a Cultural Resource professional might seeWhen a qualified professional archaeologist or other cultural resource professional conducts a site visit of a project area, they are typically looking for the five property types identified by the National Register: buildings, structures, objects, sites, and districts. In a rural project area, an archaeologist is trained to view the landscape from small to large - focusing first on the small-scale sites with potential to yield information important in prehistory or history. 



What a Native Hawaiian might see
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Wahi Pana
Storied places marked 
by geological features 
and view planes

Footpath
Footpath as part of a network 
of trails and places with 
historical or cultural traditions

Petroglyph
petroglyph or 
petroglyphs

Anchialine Pond
Anchialine ponds/springs 
with traditional cultural 
significance

Burial
Important burial 
caves or sites to the 
families

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What a Native Hawaiian might seeThe federal agency consults with NHOs to carry out identification efforts and to evaluate the National Register eligibility of identified properties for proposed undertakings. The Section 106 consultation process allows for the consideration of effects, including cumulative effects, when an undertaking may affect sites that have been previously disturbed. Previous disturbance does not necessarily preclude or negate significance an NHO may have concerning properties of religious and cultural importance to it. When a federal agency consults with an NHO regarding the identification of historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking, an NHO's cultural expert may address a project area at the landscape scale.



CONFIDENTIALITY
Section 304 of National Historic Preservation Act states that:

(a) The head of a Federal agency, or other public official receiving grant assistance 
pursuant to this division, after consultation with the Secretary [of the Interior], shall 
withhold from disclosure to the public information about the:

• location, 
• character, or 
• ownership

of a historic property if the Secretary and the agency determine that disclosure may:

(1) cause a significant invasion of privacy;
(2) risk harm to the historic property; or
(3) impede the use of a traditional religious site by practitioners.
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STEP 2: IDENTIFYING & DOCUMENTING HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Section 106 regulations also recognize that in identifying historic properties of religious and cultural significance, an NHO may be reluctant to share sensitive information about the property or cultural practices associated with it. Consequently, Section 800.11(c) of the regulations provides that a federal agency may withhold from public disclosure the location, character, or ownership of a historic property when disclosure may cause a significant invasion of privacy; risk harm to the historic property; or impede the use of a traditional religious site by practitioners. Section 304 of the NHPASection 304 protects certain sensitive information about historic properties from disclosure to the public when such disclosure could result in a significant invasion of privacy, damage to the historic property, or impede the use of a traditional religious site by practitioners. The intent of Section 304 is not to prohibit legitimate scientific or humanistic study, or to prohibit the right of certain parties to participate in Section 106 consultation or other historic preservation processes. Section 800.11(c) of the regulations, 36 CFR PART 800, reiterates the statutory language of Section 304 and sets the process by which the ACHP is engaged in consultation on Section 304 matters.Section 304 states that:(a) The head of a Federal agency, or other public official receiving grant assistance pursuant to this division, after consultation with the Secretary [of the Interior], shall withhold from disclosure to the public information about the location, character, or ownership of a historic property if the Secretary and the agency determine that disclosure may-(1) cause a significant invasion of privacy;�(2) risk harm to the historic property; or�(3) impede the use of a traditional religious site by practitioners.



CONFIDENTIALITY

Information about the character of a property is that which refers to
• its physical features 
• setting 
• age
• use
• purpose, or 
• contents, such as artifacts. 

Ownership is restricted as this knowledge could help locate the historic property or 
could result in unwelcome intrusion or attention. 

The protected information is not only textual but can also include maps, 
photographs, electronic media, and other images.
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STEP 2: IDENTIFYING & DOCUMENTING HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the nature and scope of the information that can be protected under Section 304?Information about the location of a historic property means information that specifically places the property in its geographic setting, which may include street addresses, highway and route numbers, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) or Geographic Information System (GIS) coordinates, electronic maps, and descriptions, including photographs and drawings, of the property's position in relation to local landmarks or natural features such that it could be found. Information about the character of a property is that which refers to its physical features, setting, age, use, purpose, or contents, such as artifacts. Information on ownership is self-explanatory (who owns the property), and is restricted as this knowledge could help locate the historic property or could result in unwelcome intrusion or attention. The protected information is not only textual but can also include maps, photographs, electronic media, and other images.
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STEP 2: STRATEGIES FOR CONSULTING ON IDENTIFICATION
• Communicate effectively –

Provide information about the historic 
property in the context of National 
Register criteria and terminology from 
Section 106 regulations.

• Be timely – meet submission deadlines 
and provide written comments when 
possible.

• Be mindful – Consulting parties may 
have different or opposing agendas; 
especially for large or complex 
undertakings.

Preservation round table, photo courtesy HHF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communicate effectivelyWhen consulting with agency officials regarding the identification of historic properties of religious and cultural significance, it is very important to provide information about historic properties to the federal agency. Keep the National Register criteria in mind when providing information. Understanding the terminology found in the Section 106 regulations is beneficial and will assist the NHO with interactions with the federal agency. �Federal agencies are required to maintain an administrative record, meaning the federal agency documents its interactions with consulting parties, and it is important that NHOs also keep copies of letters to and from the federal agency or note the verbal information that was provided to the federal agency. Clearly documenting, whether through written comments or oral presentation, the historic significance and integrity of historic properties will facilitate the evaluation of eligibility by the agency, in consultation with the SHPO and others, as applicable.  It is important to note that significance based on religious and cultural importance to an NHO could be sufficient to meet National Register eligibility requirements.Be timely and meet submission deadlinesWhenever a section of the regulations, 36 CFR Part 800, refers to 30-day review, the clock starts when the document is received in the office of the SHPO or ACHP office, as appropriate. �Are the “days” in the regulatory time limits “working days” or “calendar days”?   All references in the regulations are to calendar days. When reviewing agency findings on the eligibility of historic properties or results of the identification of historic properties, consulting parties have a specific window of time in which to provide written comments or disagree with the findings. It is very important that NHOs abide by these deadlines and submit their comments in a timely manner. Federal agencies are not required to provide additional time or consider comments that are submitted after the deadlines. However, federal agencies are encouraged to set reasonable comment periods that recognize that NHOs may reasonably need time to meet, discuss, and establish their views and concerns about the determinations or findings.Be mindful of different or opposing perspectives�During the initial stages of consultation, agencies may reach out to multiple NHOs or other consulting parties. Depending on the scope and APE of the undertaking, consulting parties may have different or possibly opposing agendas. �For projects covering a large area or that have many different historic properties, it is possible for some consulting parties to focus only on a particular area or type of historic property, which could lead to consulting party disagreements. �The federal agency has the responsibility to consult with all interested parties to determine the significance of the historic properties, including those properties that are of religious and cultural importance to NHOs. This also means the federal agency has the responsibility to consider such opposing views concerning historic properties and make the final decision.



Knowledge 
Check 3

The federal agency hires an archaeologist to 
identify properties that meet the criteria for 
listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places. The archaeology report states that 
while there are a few features in the APE, 
the area was previously disturbed and the 
features have lost historic integrity and are 
no longer eligible for listing. 
The agency can proceed with the 
undertaking confident that no historic 
properties will be affected.

True or False?

Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pop-up survey question. Give a few moments for resultsShow answers.



Knowledge 
Check 3

The federal agency hires an archaeologist to identify properties that 
meet the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 
The archaeology report states that while there are a few features in 
the APE, they have lost historic integrity and are no longer eligible for 
listing. The agency can proceed with the undertaking confident that no 
historic properties will be affected. True or False?

FALSE
The federal agency needs to seek 
concurrence from SHPD and should provide 
the results of its research to consulting 
parties, and must also consult with NHOs to 
determine if the area includes any 
properties of religious and cultural 
significance to Native Hawaiians.

Answer

38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review results and correct answer. .



Step 3: Assessing Effects on Historic Properties

The federal agency determines how historic properties 
might be affected by the project and whether any of 
those effects would be considered adverse.

The agency does so in consultation with SHPD, NHOs 
and other participants in the review process. 

Note that there are time frames at certain points in 
this step, so responding within those time frames is 
critical to ensure comments are considered.

39
Site visit to cultural sites and features on O‘ahu’s North Shore. Photo courtesy HHF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STANTON introduce ELAINEThe federal agency determines how historic properties might be affected by the project and whether any of those effects would be considered adverse. The agency does so in consultation with NHOs and other participants in the review process. Note that there are time frames at certain points in this step, so responding within those time frames is critical to ensure comments are considered.“Adverse effects” are those that diminish characteristics qualifying a property for inclusion on the National Register. The outcome will either be a determination of no adverse effect or one of adverse effect. 
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STEP 3: STRATEGIES FOR ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
• Preservation Management Plan –

Helps the federal agency, SHPO,  and 
ACHP understand how the undertaking 
may pose adverse effects

• Be proactive – Language used by the 
federal agency should reflects the 
NHO’s views or understanding

• Disagreements & Appeals – Section 
106 defines the process and if needed, 
be prepared to accurately document 
the disagreement to the federal agency, 
SHPO, and ACHP

I Ola Kanaloa! Plan for 
Kanaloa Kaho'olawe, 
courtesy Kanaloa 2026 
Working Group

Consultation at Marine Corps Base Hawai‘i. Photo ACHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preservation  Management  Plan: Clearly communicating the effects of the undertaking on the historic properties of importance to the NHO is essential. Having a prepared management plan or strategy document that describes how the NHO interacts with the historic property will help the federal agency, SHPO, and if necessary, the ACHP better understand how the undertaking may pose adverse effects.�(I Ola Kanaloa! Plan for Kanaloa Kaho'olawe, courtesy Kanaloa 2026 Working Group)Be Proactive:Make sure any language used by the federal agency documenting effects is representative of the NHOs views. Utilizing accurate terminology and even traditional place names is key to characterizing the unique nature of these resources as being affiliated with NHOs.(Consultation at Marine Corps Base Hawai'i, photo ACHP)



Step 4: Resolving Adverse Effects
The federal agency, SHPD, NHOs and consulting 
parties work to reach agreement on a 
resolution.

• the agency explores measures to avoid, 
minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to 
historic properties; and 

• reach agreement with the SHPO (and the 
ACHP if participating), NHOs and other 
consulting parties on measures to resolve 
the adverse effects. 

Note that the regulations do not impose 
timeframes for this part of the process.

41
Consultation meeting involving FHWA, HDOT, ACHP, SHPD, OHA, NPS, Kona Hawaiian Civic 
Club, Makani Hou o Kaloko-Honokōhau, Historic Hawai‘i Foundation. Photo courtesy HHF.
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STEP 4: STRATEGIES FOR RESOLVING EFFECTS

• Prioritize – Seek out the best outcomes 
for historic properties: avoid, minimize, 
mitigate

• Dialog – Respectful engagement can 
yield better results and avoid 
misunderstandings

• Clarity – Insist MOA or PA stipulations 
are clear and understandable

• Monitor – Keep track of draft 
agreement documents and that agreed-
upon actions are accurately recorded

Site visit & field consultation at Mākua Valley. Photo by ACHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prioritize resolution actionsConsultation to resolve adverse effects involves discussions about the effects to the historic properties and measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate the adverse effects.NHOs, in developing ideas or proposing actions, should prioritize which actions provide the best outcomes for the historic properties of religious and cultural significance to them. If avoidance is not possible, it may be desirable to identify ways to minimize impacts or identify mitigation measures that are appropriate to the nature and significance of the historic property.Resolution of effects needs to ensure that mitigation measures have: a clear NEXUS to the cause of the effect, are PROPORTIONAL, have a BENEFIT to impacted parties and the public, and are FEASIBLE to implement.Engagement and DialogueThe federal agency is required to avoid, minimize, and mitigate the effects to the historic properties. Be aware that federal agencies should be looking to avoid or minimize effects to historic properties before looking to mitigate those effects. If adverse effects cannot be avoided or minimized, then the federal agency seeks other ways to mitigate those effects to historic properties.  NHOs should articulate what is considered adequate mitigation for historic properties, including those of religious and cultural significance to NHOs. The SHPO and ACHP will consider NHO views regarding appropriate mitigation. Mitigation is ultimately determined by the the federal agency.Mitigation does not have to occur within the footprint of the project, but should be designed to offset impacts resulting from the adverse effects which may harm historic properties. As such, articulating significance and integrity is key to both documenting a site as a historic property and determining adequate mitigation. If the NHO feels the federal agency’s mitigation proposals are inadequate to address adverse effects to historic properties of religious and cultural significance to it, the NHO should be prepared to articulate why the property is significant. 



Knowledge 
Check 4

The federal agency is developing an MOA to 
resolve effects. 

A stipulation reads: “An archaeological monitoring 
program shall be submitted to SHPD for review 
and approval prior to implementation.”

This stipulation is sufficient to address effects from 
ground disturbing activities. 
True or False?

Question
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Presentation Notes
Pop-up survey question. Give a few moments for resultsShow answers.



Knowledge 
Check 4

The federal agency is developing an MOA to resolve effects. A 
stipulation reads: “An archaeological monitoring program shall be 
submitted to SHPD for review and approval prior to implementation.” 
This stipulation is sufficient to address effects from ground disturbing 
activities. True or False?

FALSE
The Stipulation needs to answer key 
questions: WHO will do WHAT by WHEN 
using WHICH STANDARDS and HOW it will 
be evaluated or completed. Use ACTIVE 
VOICE.

Answer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review results and correct answer. 



Strategies: Post-Agreement & 
During Project Implementation



REVIEW OF POST-REVIEW DISCOVERIES
36 CFR Part 800.13
Section 106 regulations provide that signatories to a MOA or PA may 
agree to stipulations regarding the discovery of previously unidentified 
historic properties or unanticipated effects to historic properties during 
the implementation of an undertaking. 
Such stipulations typically provide for:
• stoppage of work, 
• notification of signatories and other concurring parties, 
• consultation on assessing the historic property or mitigation of 

adverse effect, 
• a decision document, and a 
• process for implementing any corrective actions.

46

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review of post-review discoveries – 36 CFR Part 800.13Section 106 regulations provide that signatories to a MOA or PA may agree to stipulations regarding the discovery of previously unidentified historic properties or unanticipated effects to historic properties during the implementation of an undertaking.  Such stipulations typically provide for a stoppage of work, notification of signatories and other concurring parties, consultation on assessing the historic property or mitigation of adverse effect, a decision document, and a process for implementing any corrective actions. In instances where an MOA or PA lacks such a stipulation and historic properties are discovered or unanticipated effects on historic properties are found, Section 106 regulations require the agency to take all reasonable efforts to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects to such properties and consult with the SHPO and NHOs, and other parties. In situations where construction has already commenced, the federal agency is required to identify actions to resolve adverse effects and notify the SHPO, NHOs, and the ACHP within 48 hours of discovery. The agency is to allow the SHPO, NHOs and the ACHP 48 hours to respond to the notification before carrying out appropriate actions. The agency is also required to provide an after-action report to the SHPO, NHOs, and the ACHP.
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STRATEGIES DURING PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

• Be prepared – Some projects are complex and 
take many years complete. Be prepared to 
monitor and see it through.

• Seek clarification – Government agencies 
should be following the MOA or PA stipulations. 
Seek status reports if they’re not provided. Hold 
agencies accountable.

• Document – Keep copies of documents (notes, 
letters, etc.). They may be of value should 
disputes arise

Honolulu Transit Station. Photo by HHF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be prepared for the duration of the undertakingThe execution of a MOA or PA does not necessarily end an NHO’s involvement in an undertaking. Rather, it marks the beginning of perhaps the most important phase – the implementation of the undertaking. Depending on the nature of the undertaking, these activities could last many years. For example, the Queen Kaʻahumanu Road Widening Project on Hawaiʻi Island and the Honolulu Area Rapid Transit Project on O'ahu have each been on-going for over a decade. NHOs may need to be prepared to monitor the federal undertakings and engage the parties to the programmatic agreement for many years. Having previously developed relationships with these parties can be beneficial in building trust and resolving conflicts during the project.Seek clarification from the federal agencies about the status of MOA or PA implementationNHOs and other preservation organizations that are parties to an agreement are frequently the parties that oversee and monitor the terms of the agreement. Consequently, it is very important for NHOs, while not obligated to do so, to not only monitor the work being conducted, schedule project status meetings with the federal agency and be clear in holding the parties accountable to the agreement.�Document, document, document Keeping a copy of the documents sent by the federal agency as well as any correspondence, telephone conversations, meeting notes, and other communications with the agency, SHPO or ACHP, allows NHOs to maintain an accurate  record of their involvement in the Section 106 process for a specific undertaking. The record is valuable in the event disputes arise during the implementation of the undertaking. It may also serve as guidance and a possible template for future Section 106 consultations.
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CASE STUDY: 
HAWAI‘I
VOLCANOES
NATIONAL
PARK
ERUPTION
2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELAINE INTRODUCE LAURABeginning in May 2018, the park and Kīlauea summit underwent a major change as magma drained from the chamber beneath Halema‘uma‘u Crater, and the caldera began to collapse, triggering 60,000 strong earthquakes and clouds of rock and ash that continued until early August.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=HVO+video+of+2018+earthquake+and+the+Jaggar+Museum&docid=608003490746991235&mid=390E068838409925DA1D390E068838409925DA1D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE



50Uēkahuna Bluff, including Jaggar Museum and the USGS-operated Reginald T. Okamura facility and equipment, May 2018. Photo NPS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The seismic activity was primarily centered near the crater, and significantly impacted buildings in the immediate vicinity on Uēkahuna Bluff, including Jaggar Museum and the USGS-operated Reginald T. Okamura facility and equipment, resulting in the closure of the area. The 2018 eruption and caldera collapse were the most destructive eruptive events in Hawai'i in the last two centuries. �
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Naturalist Building, Lecture Hall, Geo-chemical and HVO 
Office, Comfort Stations ca. 1930

Photos courtesy NPS

Right: former Lecture Hall, now Jaggar Museum, 2018. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the park, Kīlauea Crater and the 1877 Volcano House are listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Several areas are listed on the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places, including Crater Rim Drive and Historic District with Jagger Museum as a contributing property. Uēkahuna Bluff is an area of geologic, natural and cultural significance and is regarded as sacred by Native Hawaiians.  Many other buildings, sites, objects and districts have been determined eligible for listing on the National Register. �



52Photos courtesy NPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The summit and other landscapes within the area are recognized as Traditional Cultural Properties to which Native Hawaiians attach religious and cultural significance and that are important to cultural practices.�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Park Service and the U.S. Geological Survey are considering design concepts for repairs and recovery at Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park after the eruption and earthquakes two years ago. The intent of the project is to repair and/or replace critical park infrastructure and USGS-operated facilities and equipment damaged during the 2018 eruption and summit collapse of Kīlauea volcano. The project addresses potential future use of the Uēkahuna Bluff area and other park sites. �
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In late September 2020, NPS released a report about the initial public input. The Civic Engagement and Comment Analysis Report  summarized 159 pieces of communication received from nine states, with 78 percent from Hawai‘i residents. 



PANEL DISCUSSION

55Huilua Fishpond National Historic Landmark, Kahana, O‘ahu. Photo by Kai Markell, courtesy of OHA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELAINE moderate panel discussion with STANTON, SUSAN, LAURA and MĀHEALANI



AUDIENCE QUESTIONS

56‘Ōkala Islet and Leina o Pāpio Point, Waikolu, Moloka‘i. Photo by Scott Cheever, courtesy HHF.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELAINE intro KIERSTENKF moderate audience Q&A



CONTACT:

Elaine Jackson-Retondo, Ph.D.
Preservation Partnerships & 

History Program Manager
National Park Service
Interior Regions 8, 9, 10, & 12
333 Bush Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94104-2828
Elaine_Jackson-Retondo@nps.gov 

Office: 415-623-2368 
https://www.nps.gov/history
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Stanton Enomoto
Senior Program Director
Office of Native Hawaiian Relations
U.S. Department of the Interior
300 Ala Moana Blvd., Room 6-229, 

Box 50165
Honolulu, HI 96850
stanton_enomoto@ios.doi.gov
Mobile: (202) 768-3493
www.doi.gov/hawaiian

Kiersten Faulkner
Executive Director
Historic Hawai‘i Foundation
680 Iwilei Rd. Ste. 690
Honolulu, HI 96817
Kiersten@historichawaii.org
Office: 808-523-2900
www.historichawaii.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KIERSTEN wrap up

https://www.nps.gov/history
mailto:stanton_enomoto@ios.doi.gov
http://www.doi.gov/hawaiian
mailto:Kiersten@historichawaii.org
http://www.historichawaii.org/


2021 SEMINARS
January 2021

Identification of Historic Properties & 
the National Register of Historic Places

March 2021
Standards & Guidelines 

for the Treatment of Historic Properties

May 2021
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 

& Hawai‘i Burial Protection Statutes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KIERSTEN wrap up



RESOURCES AT WWW.ACHP.GOV
Participants in the Section 106 review process may find the ACHP's classroom, webinar, and 
other e-Learning training courses helpful for more in-depth knowledge of the process, roles, 

and responsibilities. 
https://www.achp.gov/training

• Policy Statement on the ACHP’s Interaction with Native Hawaiian 
Organizations

• Consultation with NHOs in the Section 106 Process: A Handbook
• Guidance for Indian Tribes and NHOs: What to Ask Federal Agencies in the 

Section 106 Process
• NEPA-NHPA Section 106 Handbook
• Legal Comparison of NAGPRA-ARPA-Section 106
• ACHP Citizens’ Guide to the Section 106 Process
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https://www.achp.gov/training


MAHALO FOR
SUPPORTING THE
PROGRAMS AND
ACTIVITIES OF
HISTORIC HAWAI‘I
FOUNDATION

E-NEWSLETTER SIGN-UP
https://historichawaii.org/newsletter-signup/

JOIN
https://historichawaii.org/join-us/

GIVE
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/historichi

CONTACT
Member@historichawaii.org
808-523-2900
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To continue to support the work of Historic Hawai‘i Foundation, please learn more by signing up for the free HHF E-newsletters at historichawaii.org to receive event information and other opportunities to learn about and engage with Hawai‘i’s historic places. Please also consider supporting HHF and our work via PayPal or through the Join Us link at the website.  Thank you very much. Aloha. 

https://historichawaii.org/newsletter-signup/
https://historichawaii.org/join-us/
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/historichi
mailto:Member@historichawaii.org
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